Chrome Citizen

Name:

Chrome Citizen
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Zappos

Price:

$140.00 * Price maybe updated . ! . Please click image to see it . ! . *

Category:
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ZD1HqH3j * Coupon code maybe will update 3 days 1 time . ! . *
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February 28, 2021, 5:46 am

Like a trusty friend, the Chrome&trade; Citizen Messenger will be your "go-to" bag for your daily commute. Chrome offers shoulder
strap options to accommodate both left and right handed wearers. Zappos.com carries this style in the strap design that is meant to
be worn on the left shoulder, for the right handed wearer. Ideal for everyday, year-round use Can hold wallet, keys, books, change of
clothes, water bottle and small technology. Seatbelt webbing strap with EVA shoulder padding for added comfort. Daisy chain
mounting loops allows you to attach carabiners or bike lights. Organizational pockets on front. Accommodates up to a 17 inch laptop.
Internal fasteners allow you to attach Chrome laptop and tactical sleeves (not included). Seatbelt release on shoulder strap is also a
bottle opener. Cross-chest load stabilizer. Top flap cover with buckle closures. Spacious main compartment holds all of your
necessities. Independently suspended weatherproof tarp liner protects seams from being exposed to the outside elements.
YKK&reg; zippers. Shell: Abrasion-resistant 1,050 denier nylon. Liner: Weatherproof 18 once truck tarpaulin. Strap:
Commercial-grade, five-bar seatbelt webbing, nylon 69 thread. Volume: 26 L Made in the U.S.A. Measurements: Bottom Width: 14
3&frasl;4 in Middle Width: 14 3&frasl;4 in Top Width: 14 3&frasl;4 in Depth: 6 1&frasl;2 in Height: 11 in Strap Length: 39 in Strap
Drop: 17 in Weight: 2 lbs 12.8 oz
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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